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TrippNT’s Triple Trust Guarantee

MR Conditional

MR

All TrippNT products marked as
MR Conditional may contain some 
nonferrous metallic components. 
These items have been demonstrated 
to show no known hazards in specified 
MR environments. 

TrippNT’s Triple Trust Guarantee ensures that every MRI Product you 
choose meets high standards of innovation, testing and standards.

Read more about how we test our MRI compatible products at TrippNT.com/MRI

Welcome to TrippNT’s New MRI Catalog. It’s full of new products designed specifically 
to make it easier to work, move, store, organize and find supplies. Since many people 
who work in a MRI facility are on their feet a lot, we’ve done our homework to 
design carts,  dispensers, bins and holders to eliminate unnecessary steps and effort 
in your day.  Please take time to look through this catalog carefully and ask yourself 
if it's possible to work easier with some help from one of these revolutionary and 
affordable products.

Innovative Design
Every great product begins with a great idea. Each TrippNT MRI 
product relies on innovation and original thinking to solve storage and 
organizing problems elegantly and effectively at the lowest possible 
price. We promise to creatively apply knowledge, the latest technology 
and finely-crafted-skill to offer you products that make your day easier.

Meticulous Testing
Before any new design can wear the TrippNT Triple Trust Shield our 
Product Testing Team will put it through its paces. Here the product is 
subjected to rigorous formalized and documented testing procedures 
to ensure that it will work exactly as intended and will stand up to the 
abuse that it will face in the field.

Ridiculously High Standards
Once testing is complete and a design is finalized the new product 
enters production. From here it will be subject to a documented 
visual and manual inspection to insure every product meets the high 
standards of quality specified by TrippNT.

MRI Catalog

MR Safe 
All TrippNT products marked as  
MR Safe are nonconducting, 
nonmetallic, and nonmagnetic and 
pose no known hazards in all MR 
imaging environments.
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Order online at TrippNT.com or call 1.800.874.7768
Free shipping for orders over $75.

Each TrippNT MRI product is extensively tested to ensure MRI compliance. (See page 2 for more details)

TrippNT’s Triple Trust Guarantee
Each TrippNT product goes through an extensive three 
step process of design, testing and inspection.  
(Read more on page 3)

Product Name Number Price

MRI Core DX Lab Cart 51728 $937.00

The demand for MRI Labs and 
facilities is growing. Patients 
must be processed with care and 
understanding, but also speed. 
The MRI Core DX is designed to 
save time by keeping supplies 
close at hand. Store hearing 
protection, safety glasses, 
disposable gloves, protective 
clothing and more in the three 
large drawers, six side shelves and 
bulk storage cabinet of the MRI 
Core DX. Designed for those who 
want function and a professional 
image.  Push and pull with 
comfortable built-in handles.

The optional Extended Top MRI 
Core DX is an extra six inches 
wide to give more work space and 
foot room for pushing or pulling 
the cart.

Product Name Number Price

MRI Core DX Extended 51817 $1,017.00

The optional MRI Core DX Railed Top has 
a 1 ¾” tall rail on all four sides to keep 
items secure as you move.

Product Name Number Price

MRI Core DX Railed Top 50970 $1042.00

MRI Core DX Lab Cart MRI Core DX Extended Top

MRI Core DX Railed Top35”

23”

20”

17 ½”29”

 ½”

17 ½”23”

2 ¼”

MR

51728

MR

51817

MR

50970



Is your MRI facility  
ACR certified? 

The ACR (American College of 
Radiology) has a certification 

program that tests the quality of 
the images generated by your MRI scanners. 
Many insurance companies now require their 
Radiology centers to be ACR certified. Certified 
centers are allowed to display the ACR seal.
Find out more online at:  ACR.org
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Order online at TrippNT.com or call 1.800.874.7768
Free shipping for orders over $75.

Each TrippNT MRI product is extensively tested to ensure MRI compliance. (See page 2 for more details)

TrippNT’s Triple Trust Guarantee
Each TrippNT product goes through an extensive three 
step process of design, testing and inspection.  
(Read more on page 3)

Product Name Number Price

MRI Cayman Lab Island 51821 $2,230.00

MRI Pad Lock 50971 $19.00 

The MRI Cayman Lab Island 
provides an expansive work and 
storage space with four full feet 
of movable cabinet. High density 
polyethylene construction means 
it will stand up to all types of 
abuse. With five inch nonferrous 
rubber wheels, this is one easy-
to-move, hard working bench. 
You’ll love the disappearing roll-
top door and locking mechanism.  
It’s never in the way.

The MRI Maui offers the best of 
both worlds with liberal storage 
and work space and a small foot 
print.  Extra large five-inch rubber 
casters make pushing it a breeze 
and the high-density polyethylene 
construction means years of like-
new service. 2’ x 37 ½” x 2’ WHD

Product Name Number Price

MRI Maui Lab Island 51820 $1,349.00

MRI Pad Lock 50971 $19.00 

MRI Maui Lab IslandMRI Cayman Lab Island

37 ½ ”

2’
4’

37 ½”

2’

2’

MR

51821

MR

51820
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Order online at TrippNT.com or call 1.800.874.7768
Free shipping for orders over $75.

Each TrippNT MRI product is extensively tested to ensure MRI compliance. (See page 2 for more details)

TrippNT’s Triple Trust Guarantee
Each TrippNT product goes through an extensive three 
step process of design, testing and inspection.  
(Read more on page 3)

Product Name Number Price

MRI Core SP Lab Cart 51726 $904.00

Product Name Number Price

MRI Locking Cart 50729 $833.00

MRI Pad Lock 50971 $19.00 

The MRI Core SP Saves Space by 
offering a workspace, three large 
drawers and bulk storage in a 19 
¼ x 15” foot print. The sliding door 
stays put in any position and saves 
space since it doesn’t swing out. 
A large bulk storage area holds 
large items and the clear door lets 
you see contents from a distance. 
Smooth rolling casters are great 
for those who like to store, use 
and move supplies quickly.

The MRI Locking Cart offers the 
highest security in the smallest 
area. With six included pull-out 
drawers and a unique locking 
mechanism* this cart will keep 
your most valued supplies secure 
and safe. TrippNT’s roll-top door 
(it disappears when you raise it 
up) opens smoothly and saves 
space. Whisk it up and out of the 
way when you are using supplies 
and drop it down and lock it when 
you are away. This cart is great for 
people who need to protect and 
secure valuable reagents, tools 
and equipment.

 *lock not included

MRI Core SP Lab Cart MRI Locking Cart

33  ½”

19 ¼”

15”

12”

34 ¾”

19”

MR

51726

MR

50729
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Order online at TrippNT.com or call 1.800.874.7768
Free shipping for orders over $75.

Each TrippNT MRI product is extensively tested to ensure MRI compliance. (See page 2 for more details)

TrippNT’s Triple Trust Guarantee
Each TrippNT product goes through an extensive three 
step process of design, testing and inspection.  
(Read more on page 3)

Product Name Number Price

MRI Extra Wide Cart 51823 $1189.00

The MRI Extra Wide Lab Cart provides 
extra-wide mobile work and storage 
space. Whether you are in a hospital, 
urgent care facility, physician’s 
office or imaging center safety, 
professionalism and organization are  
key to your success.

The MRI Extra Wide Lab Cart 
provides three oversized drawers 

and a protected bulk storage 
area with sliding see-through 
door and sits atop five inch 
casters. Its easy mobility and 
professional appearance will 
create instant neatness in your 
MRI Lab or facility.

Product Name Number Price

MRI Light Duty Cart 50790 $515.00

If you need a light-weight cart 
with heavy-weight function 
the MRI Light Duty Cart is for 
you. This super easy to move, 
ultra-light cart, makes easy 
work of moving your supplies 
to your patient’s side. This light 
duty cart has four removable 
drawers, four side shelves and a 
bulk storage area. 

MRI Extra-Wide Lab Cart MRI Light Duty Cart

16 ½”

32 ½”

15 ¼”

36”

37 ½”

18 ½”

MR

50790

MR

51823
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Order online at TrippNT.com or call 1.800.874.7768
Free shipping for orders over $75.

Each TrippNT MRI product is extensively tested to ensure MRI compliance. (See page 2 for more details)

TrippNT’s Triple Trust Guarantee
Each TrippNT product goes through an extensive three 
step process of design, testing and inspection.  
(Read more on page 3)

Product Name Number Price

Single 51876 $47.00

Double 51877 $72.00

Triple 51878 $76.00

Quadruple 51879 $88.00

Mount and identify exam gloves on the 
wall or bench top with these super-
clean yet visual holders for boxes of 
gloves. The combination of the white 
PVC body and clear acrylic front gives 
a hospital-clean appearance with the 
convenience of a see-through front.

Easily exchange glove boxes with these 
individual compartments that fit nearly 
any size box of gloves. A large opening 
makes grabbing gloves convenient. 
Side-loading means you don’t have to 
remove other boxes of gloves to add or 
remove new ones.

Product Name Number Price

Single 51872 $36.00

Double  51873 $46.00

Triple 51874 $56.00

Triple (side-loading) 51875 $56.00

Different Colors available at TrippNT.com

MRI Glove Box Holders  
Top Loading

Side-Loading

5 ¼”

10 ¼”

15 ¼”

11 ¾”

15 ⅜”

5 ⅝”
10 ⅞”

16 ⅜”

21 ¾”

10 ⅜”4 ¼”

4 ⅝”

11 ½”

51872

51873

51874

51875

51879

51878

51877

51877
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Order online at TrippNT.com or call 1.800.874.7768
Free shipping for orders over $75.

Each TrippNT MRI product is extensively tested to ensure MRI compliance. (See page 2 for more details)

TrippNT’s Triple Trust Guarantee
Each TrippNT product goes through an extensive three 
step process of design, testing and inspection.  
(Read more on page 3)

Product Name Number Price

Small Storage Box 51880 $39.00

Large Storage Box  51881 $49.00

Different Colors available at TrippNT.com

With an open top and wall mountable 
holes these boxes are truly all purpose 
on-the-go storage units. They are also 
roomy and can be piled high with your 
supplies. The tall back gives extra strength 
when mounting on the wall although they 
can sit on the counter, in a refrigerator 
or cabinet for transport as needed. Install 
instantly with provided double-sided tape.

Plastic hooks hold up to ten pounds on 
each hook. These MRI Safe hooks install 
with double-sided foam tape where you 
want them so your stuff is where you 
want it. Store patient clothing, purses, 
scarves, umbrellas, coats, backpacks, 
towels, cleaning supplies, brooms, 
anything on a rope, tubing or hangers. 

Product Name Number Price

Single 51882 $15.00

Double 51883 $24.00

Triple 51884 $32.00

Quadruple 51885 $39.00

Quintuple 51886 $45.00

MRI Storage Boxes MRI Hooks

8 ⅞”

6 ⅛”

5 ⅞”

9”

8 ⅞”
6 ⅛”

3 ½”

6 ¾”

2”

7 ½”

11 ½”

”

19 ½”
15 ½”

51881

51880

51886 51885 51884 51883 51882
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Order online at TrippNT.com or call 1.800.874.7768
Free shipping for orders over $75.

Each TrippNT MRI product is extensively tested to ensure MRI compliance. (See page 2 for more details)

TrippNT’s Triple Trust Guarantee
Each TrippNT product goes through an extensive three 
step process of design, testing and inspection.  
(Read more on page 3)

Sort, store, organize and designate 
a place for everything with MRI Safe 
Storage bins. Bins can be mounted on 
the wall with appropriate hardware or 
sit freely on a counter top. These bins 
are made from solid MRI Safe plastic- 

Product Name Number Price

Eight Fixed 51887 $119.00

Compartment Bin 

Product Name Number Price

One Shelf and  51888 $79.00

Five Fixed 

Compartment Bin

One Shelf and 51889 $139.00

Ten Fixed 

Compartment Bin

PVC, are easy to clean and lightweight. 
Completely durable, strong and tough 
for years of flexible storage. MRI Bins 
offer quick inventory assessment.

MRI Storage Bins
16”

10 ¾” 24”
12” 10 ¼”

16”

24”

10”

12 ½”

51888

51887

51889
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Order online at TrippNT.com or call 1.800.874.7768
Free shipping for orders over $75.

Each TrippNT MRI product is extensively tested to ensure MRI compliance. (See page 2 for more details)

TrippNT’s Triple Trust Guarantee
Each TrippNT product goes through an extensive three 
step process of design, testing and inspection.  
(Read more on page 3)

Product Name Number Price

Sixteen Adjustable 51890 $109.00

Compartments

Product Name Number Price

Eight Adjustable   51891 $95.00

Compartments 

and Two Shelves

Fourteen Adjustable 51892 $179.00

Compartments 

and Two Shelves

If your supplies ebb and flow 
you’ll find these adjustable bins 
very versatile. Create your own bin 
sizes with these adjustable storage 
bins. Removable dividers make 
it a snap to adjust bins to fit the 
amount of supplies on hand.

These bins are made from solid 
MRI Safe plastic PVC, are easy to 
clean and lightweight. Completely 
durable, strong and tough for 
years of flexible storage.

MRI Adjustable Storage Bins

11 ¾”

7 ¼”
12”

20”

10” 24”

20”

10”
12”

51890

51892

51891
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Order online at TrippNT.com or call 1.800.874.7768
Free shipping for orders over $75.

Each TrippNT MRI product is extensively tested to ensure MRI compliance. (See page 2 for more details)

TrippNT’s Triple Trust Guarantee
Each TrippNT product goes through an extensive three 
step process of design, testing and inspection.  
(Read more on page 3)

Continuing with TrippNT’s innovative and 
useful products are these new two-story 
bottle holders. Their 100% plastic construction 
is MRI Safe, resistant to chemicals, strong and 
mounts on wall or sits on bench. Installation is 
instant and they hold 500 mL squeeze bottles, 
reagents, or chemicals safe and secure. Easy 
to load and unload without squeezing bottle. 
Besides the great look these holders sport, 
they do what they are meant to do well.  Hole 
diameter is 3 ⅛” (79 mm).

Product Name Number Price

3-Hole Two-Story 51893 $28.00

MRI Bottle Holder

5-Hole Two-Story 51894 $38.00

MRI Bottle Holder

7-Hole Two-Story 51895 $48.00

MRI Bottle Holder

9-Hole Two-Story 51896 $58.00

MRI Bottle Holder

MRI Two-Story Bottle Holders

9”

6 ¾”

14”

6 ⅛”

6 ⅛”

6 ¾”

6 ¾”

19”

6 ⅛”

24”

6 ⅛”

6 ¾”

51896

51895

51893

51894
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Order online at TrippNT.com or call 1.800.874.7768
Free shipping for orders over $75.

Each TrippNT MRI product is extensively tested to ensure MRI compliance. (See page 2 for more details)

TrippNT’s Triple Trust Guarantee
Each TrippNT product goes through an extensive three 
step process of design, testing and inspection.  
(Read more on page 3)

This one-box tissue holder attaches 
instantly with double-faced tape. 
Just peel off the tape backing and 
press it in place. Loading the holder 
only takes seconds by sliding the 
box in place. The durable, MRI Safe 
PVC is easy to clean and provides 
secure access for one-handed 
tissue dispensing.

Product Name Number Price

Industrial Size Holder 51897 $16.00

(100 Count Box)

Regular Size Holder  51898 $17.00

(184 Count Box)

Family Size Holder 51899 $21.00

(280 Count Box)

More Sizes available at TrippNT.com

Product Name Number Price

Small Tri-Fold 51900 $18.00

Paper Towel Holder

Medium Tri-Fold 51901 $28.00

Paper Towel Holder

Large Tri-Fold 51902 $38.00

Paper Towel Holder

Putting paper towels out for use has never 
been easier or safer. Holder provides 
easy access while keeping towels dry. 
Wall mount these holders with included 
key holes. Overall, this is a secure and 
simple way to store paper, ‘C’ or ‘Z’ fold 
towels and it’s 100% MRI Safe plastic 
construction.

MRI Kleenex Box Holders MRI Paper Towel Holders

5 ⅜”

2 ”

9 ½" 4 ¼”

10 ½”

6 ⅝”

13”

18”

51897

51902 51901 51900



Get a digital copy of this  
catalog online at  
TrippNT.com/MRI
or scan this QR Code
with your smart phone  
to be taken away into 
the internet.

8830 NE 108th Street
Kansas City, MO 64157


